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2006b(3)/2005a(3): Describe factors which contribute to the inter-individual 
variability in drug response seen with IV anaesthetic induction agents 
Pharmacodynamic 
Physiological differences 

- Age: young need > amount agent than elderly  
- Pregnancy 
- Body habitus → larger people need >doses 

Pathology 
- Acute co-morbidities: eg low CO states (LVF, dehydration) will prolong 

onset 
o Arm-brain circulation time increased → ↑effect-site eq time 

- Chronic illness: eg chronic liver failure→↓albumin production, ↑free drug 
conc.  

- pH changes: acidosis changing unionized proportion based on drugs pKa 
o ↑keto-transformation of STP as is weakly acidic (pKa 7.6) 

CVS: 
- CO 

o ↑CO → faster  effect site equilibration, but shorter time to 
redistribution to peripheral compartments (fast offset of drug) → 
requiring ↑dose 

o ↓CO → slower time to effect site equilibration, but longer 
redistribution time (slow offset of drug) → requires ↓dose 

- Regional blood flow → ↓blood flow peripheral compartments → longer 
time to redistribution 

CNS: 
- Tolerance → previous regular exposure may also change effect (eg 

methadone, phenytoin, BZ → ↓GABAAR density (tolerance). → requires 
↑dose 

- Illicit drugs (marijuana, methamphetamine) usually ↑IV induction agent 
requirements 

Concurrent drug administration 
- Drug interaction may potentiate the effect of the agent, add to its effect, 

act synergistically, produce idiosyncratic response or antagonise 
o Drugs used in the conduction of anaesthesia: eg opioid 

administration will ↓induction agent requirements (synergistic).  
Idiosyncratic 

- Allergy/Anaphylaxis 
o >risk with STP than propofol 

Pharmacokinetic 
Absorption: little effect to IV induction agents 
Distribution: changes to Vd alter the amount of agent remaining in the central 
compartment to reach brain 

- Changes to central compartment volume 
o Pregnancy ↑blood vol – requires ↑ amount agent 
o Dehydration ↓plasma vol → ↓amount agent req 

- Changes protein-binding 
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o ↑protein (↓free fraction): pregnancy, infection/inflammation (acute 
phase reactants) 

o ↓protein (↑free fraction): Liver disease ↓albumin prodn, protein 
losing nephropathy, burns 

- ↑competition for protein binding → 1° other drugs (BZ, warfarin, LA, 
morphine) 

- ↑fat stores → ↑capacity of peripheral compartment 
- Rate of distribution dependent on blood flow (eg ↓ in septic shock, ↓CO, 

dehydration 
- ↑Vd in 3rd spacing… 

Metabolism: usually hepatic via the cyt P450 system 
- ↓hepatic blood flow (↓metabolism): cirrhosis 
- ↑enzyme activity (↑metabolism of agent): phenytoin 
- ↓enzyme activity (↓metabolism): Cimetidine 
- Time of exposure to agent 

o STP → elimination half-life = ~24hrs → accumulation if multiple 
closely timed surgeries 

Elimination: Changes to elimination pathways will effect excretion of drug 
- Renal failure: may prolong the t½ of active metabolites (eg of barbituric 

acid (thio metabolite) 


